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What do we mean by “structure”? 
⦙ Groups consist of a collection of individuals 

situated in relation to one another.

⦙ Relations can be formal (military hierarchy, 

team membership) or informal (social ties, 
shared interests)


⦙ Taken together, the set of relations can be 
understood to define the structure of a 
group

Leadership structure 
⦙ Groups very frequently have leaders 

(formal or informal)

⦙ Different modes of relation of leader to rest 

of the group

⦙ Compare, e.g., the top-down leadership of 

Mormon church to distributed, horizontal 
structure of the Quakers
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Fig. 1. A differentiated status structure.

In other words, in order for a directed power relation to exist between any two
members, two conditions must be met. The first is that there is a difference in status
between the two members, and the second is that the two members are in the same line
of power. Two ‘comparable’ members—persons in the same line of power—with equal
status will compare their statuses and conclude that they are equal, while two members
with different latent status scores but in different lines of power will never even make
the comparison; they will, on a priori grounds, see themselves as equal. This generalizes
the comparative logic of the latent status order model to situations in which a difference
in status cannot be the basis for the creation of a dyadic power relation.
People may also be in more than one line of power—in fact, it is necessary that some

people are in at least two lines of power for the graph of the power relations to be
connected. When they are in more than one line of power, their status position is the

Ž .same for all lines of power hence, this is not a multidimensional model . We can
Žtherefore write this new model as follows switching to the odds metric to avoid taking

.the logarithm of zero :

P APBs eaiy a jy b ; if j 3Ž .i j i j

P ArP Bs 0; i/ j 4Ž .i j i j

PCPBs eaiy a jy b ; if j 5Ž .i j i j

PCrP Bs 0; i/ j 6Ž .i j i j

where the f and / symbols are taken to mean i and j are comparable and that i and
j are not comparable, respectively. This model would be appropriate for a situation like

Martin, John Levi. “Structures of Power in Naturally 
Occurring Communities.” Social Networks 20, no. 3 (July 
1998): 197–225.

Leadership structures in communes 
(Martin, John Levi. “Power, Authority, and the Constraint of Belief Systems.” 
American Journal of Sociology 107, no. 4 (January 1, 2002): 861–904.) 
• Examined beliefs and relations of power among 

members of 60 different communes 
(naturally occurring 
intentional communities)


• Looking for relationship 
between beliefs held by 
members and the overall 
leadership structure of 
commune


• Found that groups with 
stronger and more explicitly 
articulated power relations 
were more likely to have 
aligned beliefs
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Experiments in network structure 
• Sociological experiments support the 

importance of these types of network structures

• Experiment in behavioral influence 

Centola, Damon. “The Spread of Behavior in an Online Social 
Network Experiment.” Science 329, no. 5996 (September 3, 
2010): 1194–97.


• Online health-focussed community

• Users paired up with other users (“health 

buddies”), whose relevant behavior they could 
see 
Specifically: registration on another forum website


• Experiment put each user in treatment or control 
group
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Centola, Damon. “The Spread of Behavior in an Online 
Social Network Experiment.” Science 329, no. 5996 
(September 3, 2010): 1194–97.

Clustered lattice 
(treatment group)

Random 
(control group)
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Reach versus reinforcement 
• Participants in the control group had longer 

network “reach” 
More likely to have a buddy who has a buddy who exhibits a 
particular behavior 
Fewer degrees of separation 

• Participants in the treatment group had greater 
network reinforcement 
More likely to see multiple buddies exhibiting the same behavior 

• Results: treatment group much more likely to 
see behaviors spread to the entire community
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Image credit
Still from The Hollywood 
Squares via 
clickamericana.com

Photo: Wellcome 
Collection

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0059995/?ref_=fn_al_tt_2
https://clickamericana.com/media/television-shows/the-hollywood-squares-game-show-intro-1966
https://wellcomecollection.org/works/cxysnxw5

